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We prove that for every vertex set L of a simplex of circumradius 1 in ~m, every 
r and every e > 0, one can find N such that for any r-coloring of a sphere S of 
radius (1 + a) in ~U there is a monochromatic congruent copy of L in S. We also 
show that for almost all such configurations L, the "blowup by (1 + e)" is really 
necessary; i.e., for any N, one can color the N-dimensional unit sphere by a certain 
fixed number of colors such that it contains no monochromatic congruent copy of 
L. The exceptional configurations for which the coloring does not work have. a 
simple descr ipt ion.  © 1995 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For  a natura l  number  n, we let In] = (1, 2 . . . .  , n}. Let  R n denote  the 
n -d imens iona l  Euc l idean  space,  and for x ~ R let I]xll denote  the  Eu-  
c l idean norm of  x. 
The  fo l lowing concept  was in t roduced  in [EGM* 73]: 
DEFINITION 1.1. A subset  L of  ~"  is cal led Ramsey if for  every r > 2 
there  exists some N = N(L ,  r) with the fo l lowing property:  For  every 
co lor ing of  R N by r colors,  there  is a monochromat ic  subset L' c RN 
congruent  to L.  
E rd6s  et al. [EGM*73]  have shown that  all Ramsey  sets are spher ical ,  
i.e., every Ramsey  set is a subset  of  a sPhere of  an appropr ia te  radius. 
They  have also shown that the ver tex  sets of  all d -d imens iona l  rec tangu lar  
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parallelpipeds are Ramsey. It follows from later results of Frankl and 
R6dl [FR90] and Kf(~ [Kf(] that some other configurations are Ramsey as 
well. A complete characterization of Ramsey sets is an open problem. 
Graham [Gra 85] introduced a related notion, stronger than being 
Ramsey. 
DEF~NmON 1.2. A set L c ~n is sphere Ramsey if for every r _> 2 
there exists N = N(L ,  r) and p = p(L, r) such that for every r-coloring of 
a sphere S = (x e ~N, ]lxH =p)  of radius p in ~N there exists a 
monochromatic L' c S congruent o L. 
For a spherical set L, let p(L)  denote its circurnradius, i.e., the radius 
of the smallest sphere containing L as a subset (not inside). Graham 
proved that the vertex sets of all d-dimensional rectangular parallelpipeds 
are sphere Ramsey and asked if one can choose p = p(L)  + e in Defini- 
tion 1.2 for an arbitrary small e > 0 (with N possibly depending also on 
e). This was answered affirmatively in [FR90]. 
The result of the present paper is a continuation of this research. We 
prove that the vertex sets of simplices are sphere Ramsey in the above 
stronger sense. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let L be the vertex of a simplex of circumradius 1, r be a 
positive integer and e > 0 be a positive real. Then there ex&ts N = N(L ,  r, e) 
such that whenever a sphere S of radius (1 + e) in R N & colored by r colors, 
there & a monochromatic L' c S congruent o L. 
We prove this theorem by a combination of techniques of Erd6s et al. 
[EGM* 73] and Frankl and R6dl [FR90] with a method used in Lemberg's 
proof [Lem81] of Krivine's theorem from Banach space theory [Kri 76]. In 
fact, there are several deep Ramsey-type results in some branches of 
Banach space theory (see, e.g., the book [MiS 86]). For illustration, we 
quote Krivine's theorem formulated in the Banach space setting. 
A sequence (Yi)~-1 in a Banach space Y is called block finitely repre- 
sentable on a sequence (xi)~= 1 in a Banach space X, if for each K > 1 and 
for each n there exist n vectors (z~)~.=l in X of the form 
Zk ~ E a ix i~ 
i ~cr k
with ~r i c [n] disjoint, such that 
°zn Yn N <_ K a n 
k=l  
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THEOREM 1.4. (Krivine's Theorem). Let {xi}~= l be a sequence in a 
Banach space X with the property that for all n and all scalars al, a 2 . . . . .  an, 
not all o f  which are zero, there exist constants 0 < c < C < ~ such that for 
al l i  1 < . . .  < i  n 
C ~ ~ ajYij <_ C. 
j= l  X 
Then the unit vector basis in lp for some 1 < p < oo is block finitely 
representable on {xi}~= 1. 
The plan of this paper is the following: In Section 2, we obtain an 
auxiliary result from the proof of Krivine's theorem. In Section 3, we 
discuss Ramsey configurations for almost regular simplices and in Section 
4 we prove Theorem 1.3. Finally in Section 5 (Theorem 5.1) we show that 
for all configurations except for a certain special class, the "blowup by 
(1 + e)" is really necessary. This has been in fact proved before, by R. L. 
Graham [Gra 83], who gave a necessary condition for a set to be sphere 
Ramsey. Here we give a geometric interpretation of this condition. It 
remains as an open problem whether the exceptional classes are unit 
sphere Ramsey or not. 
2. APPROXIMATIONS OF RAMSEY CONFIGURATIONS 
In this section we will prove the following: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let Z = {Zl, z2 , . . . ,  z~} be the vertex set o f  a simplex 
of  circumradius 1, and 6 > 0 be a positive real number. Then there exists a 
set Y = {Yl, Y2,--. ,  Yd} ofcircumradius 1, satisfying 
(i) I [Y i  - -  Zi[[ <-- 6 for every i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  d. 
(ii) For every p there exists N with the following property : Whenever the 
unit sphere S in •N is colored by p colors, there is a monochromatic Y'  c S 
congruent o Y. 
The proof will immediately follow from two lemmas we will formulate 
and prove below. We begin with some definitions. 
Let S(~ n) denote the unit sphere centered in the origin in R n and 
for a linear subspace Z of ~n, let S(Z)=S(R  n) AZ .  Let En= 
(el, e2 , . . . ,e  n) denote the orthonormal basis of An. Let a = (a l , . . . ,  
a k) e R k be a k-component vector, and J = { J l , J2  . . . .  , Jk} be a k- 
element subset of [n] with Jl < J2 < " ' " < Jk- We set 
k 
spread(a, J )  = ~ aieji, 
i 1 
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and for a set I _c n, 
Spread(a,  I )  = {spread(a, J ) ;  J a k-element subset of I}.  
The following is an immediate corollary of the Ramsey Theorem: 
LEMMA 2.2. For all n, k, p, and a ~ ~k, there exists N with the 
following property: Whenever Spread ( a, [N]) is colored by p colors, there is 
an n-element I c_ IN]  with Spread(a, I )  monochromatic. 
The following proposition is proved by a modification of a crticial part of 
the proof of Krivine's theorem due to Lemberg [Lem 81], employing also 
some ideas from the book [MiS 86]. We eliminate Banach space aspects in 
Lemberg's proof and replace them by a combinatorial construction. The 
proof is moreover specialized to the Euclidean case, but by an easy 
modification, we could also get a result in lp. I t  is interesting that Krivine's 
original proof does not seem to be suitable for our purposes. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. For every 6 > 0 and every m, there exist n, k and a 
k-dimensional unit vector a ~ S(Nk), such that for some m-dimensional 
linear subspace Z c ~" and for every z ~ S(Z)  there is a point y 
Spread(a, [n]) at distance at most 6 from z. 
Proof. The subspace Z will be constructed as follows: We choose 
a suitable k-dimensional unit vector a, and disjoint index sets J1, J2  . . . . .  
Jm - In] of cardinality k each, J1 < J2 < "'" < Jm (here 1 < I '  means 
that all elements of I are smaller than any element of I '). For i = 
1, 2 . . . .  , m, we define z i = Spread(a, Ji). The zis are unit pairwise orthog- 
onal vectors (since the index sets are disjoint), and we let Z be the 
subspace spanned by them. We wish to show that for any unit vector 
c = (c l , . . . ,  c m) ~ S(Nm), there is a point of Spread(a, [n]) which is close 
to the linear combination z 0 = c~z~ + . . .  +c,,,z m. We proceed in two 
stages. First, we construct a dense enough set of (nearly) unit linear 
combinations of the zis with coefficients of a special form. Then for these 
special vectors we will find close points from Spread(a, [n]). 
Let us choose integers ~r, ~" so large that any vector z o e S (Z)  can be 
approximated with accuracy at most 6/2  by a vector of the form 
z = c(s , ,  t l ) z  I + c(s  2, t z )z  2 + "'" +C(Sm, tm)z,,~, (1) 
where 
- 0 <_ s i < o - ,0  <_ t i < 7", 
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and moreover we require (for technical reasons) that 1 - 6' < [LzLI 2 < 1 
for some parameter 6' > 0 to be fixed later. Such a choice is possible, 
since the ratio log 3 / log  2 is irrational and thus the numbers of the form 
c(s, t) are dense in [ -  1, 1]. 
We are now going to define the vector a. Let S, T be integers much 
larger than ~r, z. It will be convenient to index the components of a by a 
special linearly ordered set instead of integers. Our index set will be 
Q = {(p ,s , t ) ;O  <s <S,0_<t  < T ,0  <p <2 '3t} .  
For q = (p, s, t) ~ Q, let us set val(q) = p /2s3t ;  one may imagine the 
elements of Q as formal fractions, but without cancellation: e.g., the 
element (1, 1, 0) (standing for the fraction 1 /2 )  is distinct from (2, 2, 0) 
(standing for the fraction 2 /4) .  The ordering on Q is defined as follows: 
(p,  s, t) < (p ' ,  s', t ')  if either val((p, s, t)) < val((p',  s', t')) or 
val((p, s, t)) = val(p', s', t')) and p < p'. For rational numbers a,/3 we 
define Q[a,~8)={q ~Q;va l ( (q )~[a , /3 )} .  For q =(p ,s , t )~Q,  we 
write ord2(q) = s and ord3(q) = t, and finally we say that an element 
q = (p, s, t) ~ Q has weight w(q) = ( -  fi-)-s(~/3-) -t. The number of ele- 
ments q with ord2(q) = s, ord3(q) = t is 2s3 t, and the sum of squares of 
weights of such elements is 1, for every pair (s, t). We let k = [Qt and we 
set w = (w(q), q ~ Q). Identifying Q with [k] by an order-preserving 
bijection, we may interpret w as a vector with index set [k]. We have 
IIwll 2 = ~ w(q)  2 = ST. 
q~Q 
We define the unit vector a by a = w/[[wl[. 
We choose disjoint k-element subsets Jl . . . .  , Jm - In] with Jl < J2 < 
" " " < Jm. To ensure that our construction works properly, we moreover 
require that the gaps between any two successive lements of each Ji as 
well as among the Jis are at least 2~3 ~. We set z i = spread(a, Ji),i = 
1, 2 . . . .  , m. It will be convenient to think of each Ji as an (order-isomor- 
phic) copy of Q. 
We wish to show that every linear combination of the form (1) can be 
approximated by a vector in Spread( a, [ n ]) with accuracy 6 /2 .  In the 
proof, we will use the following property of Q: 
LEMMA 2.4. (Almost isomorphism lemma). Let 
[ rl r~+l )  [ r 2 r2+1 ) 
I=Q 2~-3,,,2~13~ , J=O 2~23,2,2,~23,  , 
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where 0 _< 0-~, 0-2 < 0-,0 _< ~'1, ~-2 < %0 _< r I < 2~3"*0 < r 2 < 2cr23 r2. Then 
there exist subsets G c I, H c J and an order-presereing bijection 3' = 
3,u: G -+ H, such that 
(i) for ec, ery q ~ G, w(3,(q)) = w(q) ( -  (S )  ~'-~(~/3)'~-'~, and 
(ii) 
F,q~i\Gw(q) 2 (0- T) ~qeJ\HW(q) 2 (or 7") 
Proof. It may be helpful for understanding the statement to consider 
the situation with say I = Q[1/3,  2/3) ,  J = Q[0, 1) = Q. Then the map- 
ping 3' is essentially given by the linear transformation x ~ 3x - 1, so 
that the fraction p/2S3 ' is mapped to (p -  2s3t-~)/2s3t-~; formally 
3,((P, s, t)) = (p - 2s3 t-~, s, t - 1). The elements q ~ I for which this 
mapping is not well-defined (the image does not belong to Q) are those 
with ord3(q) = 0. The elements of J = Q not belonging to the image of 3' 
are those with ord3(q) = T -  1. 
For the general case considered in the lemma, the mapping 3' will be 
again essentially given by a linear transformation mapping the interval 
[q /2~'3  ' ' ,  (r~ + 1) /2~3 ~) onto the interval [r2/2~23 "2, (r 2 + 1) /  
2~23"0. Formally, we set 
3,((p, s, t)) 
= (p - rl2"-°'G t--~-~ + r22 ' -~3 ' - ' ' ,  s - % + 0-2, t - -  T 1 n t- T2). 
The mapping 3' is well-defined for all the elements (p,  s, t) ~ 1 for which 
0 < s - s I + s 2 _< S, 0 _< t - r~ + r 2 < T and r12S-~3 '-~j - r z2S-~3t -~ 
is an integer, in particular on the set I c~ Qo, where 
Qo = {q ~ Q;0- <- ord2(q) < S - 0-,r <_ ord3(q) < T -  r}. 
Since the sum of squares of  weights of all elements of Q/Qo is at most 
2(o-T + rS), the first part of the claim (ii) follows. Similarly one can verify 
that all elements of J F1 Q0 belong to the image of 7, and this gives also 
the second part of (ii). The fact that 3' is order-preserving and the 
condition (i) are immediate from the definition of 3,- II 
Let us now return to approximating linear combinations of the form (1). 
We begin by a simpler special case, namely for 
z = + + 
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that is for s 1 = s2-~- s 3 : 0, t 1 = t 2 = t 3 = 1. For i = 1, 2, 3, we let I i = 
Q N [(i - 1 ) /3 ,  i /3 ) ,  and we let 7i be the mapping from Lemma 2.4 for 
I = / /  and J = J~(recall that J/ was identified with Q). In particular, 72 is 
as in the special case discussed in the beginning of the proof  of Lemma 
2.4. We now extend each yi to an order-preserving embedding 7g: I~ ---> [n]; 
this is possible, since each Ji (as a subset of [n]) has large enough gaps, so 
the elements of Ig for which yg is not defined can be embedded into these 
gaps between appropr iate lements of J~. We put 
u = spread(a, y,( 6 )  u u 
and we consider the norm of u -z .  Let q~I  i be such that Yi(q) is 
defined. The component  of u indexed by 7i(q) is w(q)/[ Iwl l .  On the other 
hand, the component  of z i / f3  (and thus also of z) indexed by ~i(q) is 
w(Y i (q ) ) (~) - l / l lw} l  = w(q)/llw}l, by Lemma 2.4(i). Therefore the only 
components where u and z actually differ are those where the correspond- 
ing entry in u is zero and the one in z is indexed by elements of some J/ 
not belonging to the image of y/, or those with the entry in z zero and the 
entry in u indexed by an element of /~ for which 3'i is not defined. By 
Lemma 2.4(ii), we thus get that IIz - ul[ _< 2(3 + 3)(0- /S + ~-/T) ,  which 
can be made smaller than a2 /4  by an appropr iate choice of S, T. 
Now we extend the proof  to the general case, for z = ~m=_lc(si, t i ) z i .  We 
have supposed that 1 - 3' _< Ilzll 2 < 1, so if we put 
I i = 2~i3 ~-t/, 1 = ~ li, 1 = 37, 
i= l  
we have i(1 - 6') _< l _< i. 
Let us again consider Q in the role of index set for a vector u which is 
to approximate z; we will again embed it suitably into [n]. First we divide 
it into intervals I~, 12 . . . .  ,1i, setting I i = Q[(j  - 1 ) / i ,  j / i ) ,  j = 1, 2 . . . .  , 
i = 3h We similarly subdivide the index sets of the vectors zi; for i = 
1, 2 . . . .  , m we let Ji, r = Ji[( r - 1) / l  i, r /  li), r = 1, 2 . . . .  , l i (we again used 
the identification of each Ji with Q). 
We will "a lmost  embed"  11 into Jr l 12 into J1 2 , . . . ,  Ilj into J1 l~,/~,+1 
into J21 etc.; let Ij correspond to Ji('j~ r(j) (for j > l, i ( j )  and r ( j )  are 
undefined). Let us apply Lemma 2.4 with I = Ij, J = Ji(j~,,(j), and let ~/j 
stand for the mapping guaranteed by this lemma. Let ~/j again be an 
order-preserving extension of yj on the whole I s, where the elements for 
which yj was undefined are mapped to the "gaps"  in J~(j~,r(j~" We also 
define ~j for j > l, by mapping the elements of such /1. into In] behind all 
the elements of Jm. We set u = spread( a, ~t(I~) t) ~2(I2) t.) . . .  U ~/i(1i)). 
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For every element q ~ 1 i with yi(q) defined, we have w(y/q) )= 
w(q) ( -v~) -s~(~)  ti = w(q) /c (s i ,  ti), where i=  i ( j )  is defined above. 
From this we get that the difference u - z has nonzero components of the 
following three types: 
1. Those corresponding to elements of some Ij with j _< l and with 
yj(q) undefined; at such positions, u is nonzero and z is zero. 
2. Those corresponding to element of some /io),r~) not belonging to 
the image of yj; at such positions, u is zero and z is nonzero. 
3. Those indexed by elements of I~ with j > l; here u is nonzero and 
z is zero. 
By Lemma 2.4, the total sum of squares of weights of components of 
type 1 is at most 21(~r/S + r~ T), and the same holds for type 2. Since 
I _< 3 ~, both these bounds can be made small by choosing S ,T  large 
enough. As for the components of type 3, we recall that 1 - l~ I <_ 3'. It is 
easy to see that ~q ~ 00-a', l)w(q )2 tends to zero with 3' ~ 0, and thus also 
the contribution of the nonzero components of u - z of type 3 can be 
made arbitrarily small by choosing 3' small enough. This finishes the proof 
of Proposition 2.3. | 
3. RAMSEY CONFIGURATIONS FOR ALMOST REGULAR SIMPLICES 
Let V = {to 1,/)2, 2"'' Dd} be the vertex of a (d - 1)-dimensional simplex. 
Let aij = [{v i - uj[{ . Consider a (2~)-dimensional rectangular parallelpiped 
P with edges parallel to coordinate axes and with side lengths lij, 1 _< i < 
j _< d. Define points ul, u>. . . ,u  a by u i = ('~jk, 1 < j  < k _< d), where 
{~k i f J  = i ° rk=i  
AJk = otherwise. 
The following lemma is from [FR 90] and we sketch its proof for complete- 
ness. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let d >_ 11. Then there exists I* = Ix(d) such that for all 
choices of  aij, 1 <_ i < j <_ d satisfying laij - 11 < I x one can find positive 
reals lij, 1 <_ i < j <_ d such that 
]IU i -- Uy]} 2 = aij , foral l  1 <_ i < j  <_ d. (2) 
Sot s,j s i i - -  sij Th o can bo writton 
as  
E (Sil + Sj,) = ai j  , 1 <~ i < j  ~d.  (3)  
l~ i , j  
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~is  ~s ~ ~,~t~m of (~),,near enu.tion in (~2)~.ri.U,e~ T~ ma~r~ M( ;) 
of this system is a (0, 1) matrix whose rows are characteristic vectors of a 
family ~-={Fi j  ,1 <_i<j<_d} of subsets F i t={(K l l )  1 1 <k  < l_<d,  
L{i,j} c~ {Kll}[ = 1} of (~)= {(i, j); 1 <_ i < j <_ d}, of cardinality 2(d - 2). 
It was proved in [FR81] that the matrix M(~],  has full rank. If we set 
sij = 1/2(d  - 2), we obtain a solution to (3) for aij = 1, 1 <_ i < j <_ d. 
Thus, by continuity, for IX = Ix(d) sufficiently small there exist sij nonnega- 
tire that solve the system (3). II 
In fact, we have proved the following: 
LEMMA 3.2. For every positive integer d there exist Ix = Ix(d) such that 
whenever V = {vl, v2, . . . ,  v a} are vertices of a simplex satisfying 1 - Ix < 
II~ - ~cl ~ <_ ~ + ~ ~re  e~,s~, ~ ~or~ex ,e~ ~ o la  ( ~ )-~me~,~o~o' r~.a~ 
tar parallelpiped which has the following two properties: 
(a) There exists V' c P congruent to V. 
(b) The circumradius p(P) of P satisfies p(P) < ,/d. 
Proof. Note that the property (a) follows immediately from Lemma 
3.1. Moreover, the points of P lie on a sphere with center 
2!(112,113, . . . ,  la_l. a) and radius 
5 < 5 2(d  - 2 ) 
for e sufficiently small. II 
LEMMA 3.3. Let t and r be positive integers and let P be vertex set of a 
t-dimensional rectangular parallelpiped with circumradius p( P ). Then there 
exists k=k( t , r )  and a set KeN"  (for some n), }K[ <_k, with the 
following two properties: 
(a) For every r-coloring of K, there exists a monochromatic P' c K 
congruent to P. 
(b) The circumradius p(K)  of K satisfies p(K)  < f~o(P) .  
The proof relies on a product argument introduced by Erd6s et al. 
[EGM* 73]. First we introduce some notation: 
Let x=(x j ,x  2 . . . . .  x~)~R ~ and y=(y j ,  y2 . . . . .  Y~) ~Rm;weset  
X* y = (X l ,X2 , . . .  ,xn,yl ,y2 . . . . .  Ym) ~ ~n+rn 
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and for K 1 _c ~t,, K2 c ~m we define K 1 * K 2 c ~n+m by 
KI*K  2 = {x* y ;x  ~Kl ,y  ~K2}.  
We proceed by induction on t. For t = 1, P consists of two points at 
distance 2p(P)  and thus the vertex set K of a regular r-dimensional 
simplex with side length 2p(P)  has the property that any r-coloring of K 
yields a monochromatic copy of P. Thus we set k(1, r) = r + 1 and we 
have p(K)  < v~p(P) ,  since the circumradius of a regular unit simplex in 
dimension r is ~/r / 2 ( r + 1 ) < 1/~/2 .  
Fix a positive integer r and let P be the vertex set of a (t + 1)- 
dimensional rectangular parallelpiped. Then P = P1 * P2, where P1 and 
P2 are vertex set of 1-and t-dimensional rectangular parallelpipeds, re- 
spectively, with P(P1) < P(P) ,P(P2)  < P(P). Let K 1 be the above de- 
scribed configuration constructed for P1, i.e., the vertex set of an r-dimen- 
sional regular simplex with side length 2p(P1). Let K 2 be a configuration 
of k(t ,  r "+1) points with circumradius at most 2~p(P  2) < ~[27p(P) such 
that any rr+l-coloring of K 2 yields a monochromatic copy of P2. Set 
K = K 1. K 2. Then [KI = (r + 1)k(t, r r+l) = k(t  + 1, r) points, and 
ro(K ) .~ ~//p(/~)2 + P(K2)2 ~ ~/2~ -4- 2tD(V)  2 = ~/2(t +1 )p (P )  
Finally a standard product argument shows that K 
Ramsey property for P (cf. Theorem 5.6 in [GRS90]). 
Combining Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, we get 
has the desired 
LEMMA 3.4. For every positive integer d there exists IX = ix(d) such that 
whenever V = {Vl, v 2 . . . .  , v d} are vertices of a simplex with 1 - I~ < }lt'i - 
@12 < 1 + Ix, there exists k = k((e2), r) and a set K c ;~" (for some n), 
IKI < k with the following two properties: 
(a) For every r-coloring of K there exists a monochromatic V' c K 
congruent o V. 
(b) The circumradius p (K)  of K satisfies p (K)  <_ d 3/z. 
4. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT 
Before giving a proof we recall the following characterization of Eu- 
clidean metric on finite point sets: Let L = {x~, x 2 . . . . .  xa} be a finite 
be a metric space with distances d(xi, x j) = dii. Let M= (mij)i,j= l
symmetric real matrix with zeros on the diagonal. Then M is said to be of 
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negative type if 
Y'~ mijAiA j < 0 (4 )  
l <_i <j <~d 
holds for all choices of A 1, A2 , . . . ,  A a with /~1 -~ A2 + " " " +Ad = 0 and 
+ +. . .  = 1. 
THEOREM 4.1. [Sch38]. A finite metric space L can be embedded into 
Euclidean space R a-1 if and only if the matrix M with m. = d~ is of 
• . J J 
negative type. Moreover, its embedded ¢mage is affine independent if and 
only if the inequality in (4) is strict for all choices of A~, A 2 . . . .  , A a. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3. We will use an argument simi lar to the one in 
[FR90] (cf. proof  of Theorem 5.1 in [FR90]). Let L = {x 1, x2 , . . . ,  xa}, let 
m~ = I Ix i -x j l l  2. As L is affinely independent,  we infer f rom the 
Sch6nberg theorem that there exists 3' > 0 such that the 1.h.s. of (4) 
is always less than - ~/. Let /3  < ~/ /d  2 be a sufficiently small number  (fur- 
ther conditions of /3 will be stated later). Then the matrix M '  with 
m'~j = m~- /3  is of negative type, and so there exists a set Z = 
{zp z2 , . . . ,Za}  c ~a-~ such that 
IIz, - zill 2 = mij - /3 ,  1 < i < j <_ d. 
Moreover,  it follows by a continuity argument hat if /3 </3(L ,  e) then the 
circumradius of Z is no greater than 1 + e /2 .  
Fix a small enough 8 > 0 (much much smaller than all of y,/3, e) and 
apply Proposit ion 2.1 with p = rk((~)  ' r )  (where k((az},r  I is the integer 
from Lemma 3.4), and with sets of circumradius 1 + e /2  rather than 1. 
This yields a set Y of circumradius 1 + e /2  with propert ies (i) and (it). As 
L]Yi - zi[I < 8, we infer (from triangle inequality) that 
IIz i - zfll - 28 < ][yi - y~ll < [Izi - zfll + 28 
and hence 
mij - /3 - 46~i j  - /3 +482 
< I[Yi - Yfll 2 < mij - /3  + 48fm7£ - /3  + 482. 
Let v 1, u 2 . . . . .  u d be the points with LIv i - @l 2 = mi~ - Llyi - yfl[2. We 
clearly have 
/3 - 46v/mij  - /3  - 462 < lie i - v+ll 2 </3 + 48~i  - /3  - 462, 
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and as mij <_ 4 and g <</3, the points c' 1 . . . .  , c, d form the vertex set of 
almost regular simplex. Thus by Lemma 3,4 there exists a set K, IKI = 
k((~ ) , r ) ,  with the following two properties: 
(a) For every r-coloring of K there exists a monochromatic V' _c K 
congruent o V = {u 1 . . . . .  c'd}. 
(b) p(K)  </3d 3/2. 
Consider now the set W = {u 1 * Yl, u2 * Y2 , - . . ,  Ud * Yd} C V*  Y. Th is  
set is congruent to L. Consider an r-coloring of the points of K * S, where 
S is a sphere of radius 1 + e /2  in RN. For each z ~ S, consider the 
coloring pattern of K *{z}. This yields an rk((~')'r~-coloring of S. Find a 
set Y' c S congruent to Y, such that the coloring patterns are the same for 
all its points, and then use the property (a) of the set K to obtain V' 
congruent o V such that V' * Y'  is monochromatic. 
It remains to show that the circumradius of the set K*  S does not 
exceed 1 + e. This, however, follows for/3 < V/~-/d 3 , as 
p(K*S)  <_ V/p2(K) + (1 + e /2 )  ~ < 1 + e. I 
5. COUNTEREXAMPLES 
In this section we will show that for most of configurations L, the 
"blowup by (1 + e)" is really necessary in Theorem 1.3. 
Let us call a vertex set L of a simplex of circumradius 1 in R" 
exceptional if there is an at least two-point proper subset A c L, such that 
the flat determined by A (the affine hull of A) translated to the origin has 
a nontrivial intersection with the flat determined by L \A  plus the origin 
(this is the linear span of the points of L \A  regarded as vectors). It is 
easy to see that the condition for a configuration to be exceptional is 
invariant under rations and reflections around the origin and thus is 
independent of a placement of the configuration on a unit sphere. 
THEOaEM 5.1. Let L be the uertex set of a simplex of circumradius 1 in 
~ which is not exceptional. Then there exists r such that, for any N, one 
can r-color the unit sphere S(~ N) in such a way that there is no monochro- 
matic congruent copy of L in it. 
Two particular cases of this theorem are worth mentioning. For ILl = 2, 
the configuration is just a pair of antipodal points on the unit sphere, and 
there are no exceptional configurations, In this special case it is quite easy 
to give a coloring with the required propert ies- - for  every pair of antipodal 
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points on the sphere, one is colored blue and one red (to be specific, one 
can color every point according to the sign of its first nonzero coordinate). 
This coloring also works for any configuration whose convex hull contains 
the origin. For IL[ = 3, the configurations are triples {a, b, c} of points on 
a common great circle, and the exceptional configuration (up to renaming 
of points) are those with the line bc parallel to oa, where o denotes the 
origin. 
The theorem is proved by an application of a theorem of Rad6 about 
partition regular equations. Let cl, . . . ,  c m be real numbers. An equation 
ClZ 1 4- C2Z 2 4- ' ' "  4-CmZ m = O. (5 )  
is called partition regular over ~ if for any coloring of ~ \ {0} by a finite 
number of colors there exists a solution (zl ,  z 2 . . . .  , z m) with at least one 
nonzero component and such that all the nonzero components are colored 
by the same color. 
We will use the following special case of Radd's general results, more 
exactly its "only if" part: 
THEOREM 5.2. IRa43]. Equation (5) is partition regular if and only if 
there exists a nonempty subset I c [m] such that Z i~c i  = O. 
In particular, if there is no such I, then there is a coloring of  ~ \ {0} by a 
certain finite number o f  colors such that there # no monochromatic nonzero 
solution to (5). 
PROOF OF THEOREM 5.1. Consider a set L = {v 1, u 2 . . . .  , Urn} C s (~N) ,  
which is the vertex set of a simplex (i.e., it is affinely independent) and has 
circumradius 1. Further assume that L is minimal, i.e., it has no proper 
subset of circumradius 1. 
By definition, all points of L lie in an (m - 2)-dimensional unit sphere 
with center in the origin, hence also in an (m - D-dimensional linear 
subspace of A N, and so the vectors v 1 . . . . .  v m are linearly dependent. Let 
c~ . . . .  , Cm be coefficients uch that 
C1U 1 4- " ' "  4-CmV m = O. (6) 
These coefficients are invariant under rotations of L around the origin, 
and by the affine independence of L the vector (cl, c 2 . . . .  , c,~) is deter- 
mined uniquely up to a constant multiple. Since L was assumed to be 
affinely independent, we have E m,=jc i ~ 0. By the minimality of L, we get 
that all the cis are nonzero (since a linearly dependent subset of L has to 
span a unit sphere of a lower dimension). 
LEMMA 5.3. The configuration L is exceptional iff Eq. (5) is partition 
regular over" ~. 
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Proof. Suppose that (5) is partition regular, and let I _c [m] be such 
that Y~i~lc i= 0. By the above, we know that 2_< ill <m.  Let A = 
{c,i;i e I} and B = L \A .  Let F B be the linear span of B, and let F A 
be the affine hull of A translated to the origin, i.e., the set {F,i~laivi; 
£ ie la i  = 0}. Consider the points u A = £ i~ lc iv i  ~ F A and u B = 
F,i~[ml\~civi ~ F 8. We have u A + u B = 0 (from (6)), and by the minimality 
of L we get that u A ~0.  The fiats F A and F B thus have a nontrivial 
intersection. As for the other implication, a nonzero point in F A U F B can 
be expressed both as a linear combination of pints of B and a linear 
combination of points of A with a zero sum of coefficients; this yields a 
zero linear combination of the points of L whose coefficients are nonzero 
and satisfy the partition regularity condition. I 
The rest of the proof follows from a result of Graham [Gra83] (cf. also 
[Gra90]), who found the following necessary condition for a set L C RN to 
be sphere Ramsey. 
THEOREM 5.4. [Gra83]Let L = {zl, z 2 . . . . .  Zm} be a set such that Eq. 
(5) is not partition regular. Then there exists an r such that for  any N, one 
can r-color the sphere S(~ N) in such a way that there is no monochromatic 
congruent copy o f  L in it. 
To make this exposition self-contained, we will include the proof of 
Graham's theorem: 
Proof. By Rad6's Theorem 5.2, we can choose a number r and a 
coloring X: ~ \ {0} + {r} such that there is no monochromatic nonzero 
solution to (5). We define a coloring of S([~ N) by setting the color of a 
point to the color of its first nonzero coordinate under X. We claim there 
is no monochromatic congruent copy of L. If it were, say L', its points 
would have to satisfy the linear dependence (6). Let us consider the 
smallest index k such that some of the points of L' have the xk-coordinate 
nonzero. Then the x~-coordinates form a solution to (5), and all nonzero 
components of this solution have the same color under X- This ,  however, 
contradicts the choice of X I 
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